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Abstract: This paper cope with the notion of Automatic Caption Generation or Tag Modeling for news article’s image that
is for image which are affiliated with the document related with that image. Even though the news write-up consist of
image, article and title of article, the caption or tag are the more often readable words in an article. The label(caption) is a
short, meaningful and purposeful statement which is also stated as news-worthy or thematic text that appears below an
image which is used to explain or elaborate that image and draw attention of user into accompanying article instead of
demonstrate the each and every object in the picture and how those objects are relate with each other so they should be
succinct and in instructive. This image illustration also known as caption could assist news reporter in order to recognize
images that provide the information about the text which are available with that image. By help of the modeled tag visually
unsighted people also able to see images like sighted people by linking images with generated description of the image.
Searching of image is effectively done with the help of caption by supporting only accurate and important text by users.
The caption generate automatically by techniques such as Content Selection which analyses the “content” of image that is
“what the image wants to say” and Surface realization which represent those content of image into natural language text.
Image Annotation model is used in order to perform content selection task which is used to calculate keywords for image.
And finally tag modeling is done by following the technique of Abstractive Caption generation using those keywords.
Keywords: Tag Modeling, Image Annotation process, stop word removal, surface realization.

I. INTRODUCTION
The quantity of information over the internet
increases very speedily from last few years. Most of images
on internet available with their related information.
Browsing and scanning the necessitate image or data from
such a huge collection is very time consuming and difficult
task. Existing searching methods finding the image by
matching image name or data surrounded by image with
name entered by users over the url [1]. But this method has
several disadvantages like we are not getting the output
which includes those images that are not having name or
surrounded text. This drawback can overcome with the help
of our proposed scheme that generates the explanation or
description for image automatically [13]. This description is
nothing but the caption or tag or label which assists the user
in order to search targeted image and also avoid unwanted
image from the output [2]. The label(caption) is a short,
meaningful and purposeful statement which is also stated as
news-worthy or thematic text that appears below an image
which is used to explain or elaborate that image and draw
attention of user into accompanying article instead of
demonstrate the each and every object in the picture and

how those objects are relate with each other so they should
be succinct and in instructive[3],[4]. Even though the news
write-up consists of image, article and title of article, the
caption or tag are the more often readable words in an
article.
Automatic caption generation is also knows as tag
modeling includes computer vision task that is content
selection which analyses the “content” of image that is
“what the image wants to say” and also generate keywords
for image by using image annotation model and natural
language processing that is surface realization which
represent those content of image into natural language text.
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out only important words. But we want phrases to create
caption or sentence which is grammatical. For that reason
use parse tree construction in which we get phrases that used
the function words that were removed in stop word removal
and we get bag of phrases. Now visual and textual
modalities now have the same status.
The next task is to finding out keywords for image.
Here mixLDA algorithm is used that generate keywords for
images, by treating the image as documents [6]. MixLDA
represents documents as mixtures of topics that spit out
words with certain probabilities.

Fig.1 Example of news article associate with image

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig.3 LDA representation

The
boxes
are
“plates”
representing
replicates[7][8]. The outer plate represents documents. The
inner plate represents the repeated choice of topics and
words within a document. LDA represent in the form of
matrix as follows:

Fig.2 Block diagram of Proposed work

Above figure shows block diagram of our proposed
work. We have database of news article which includes
image and associated article and we need to find out caption
or tags. To generate caption we are using computer vision
techniques which includes content selection and Image
annotation model that extracts keywords from image and
natural language processing includes surface realization that
represent extracted keywords into natural language text[5].
But image and document both have different formats. Image
represents into continuous feature vector and documents are
distinct feature space. Visual modality transfigure image into
group of visual words called as content collection. Textual
modalities transform the documents into group of words by
means of stop word removal and stemming methods and find

Once we are getting words from document with
certain probabilities, extract words with highest probability
by virtue of image annotation model called as keywords.
Now we have the description keywords and bag of phrases.
Those keywords are used for generate caption by
means of abstractive caption generation model as shown in
below formulae. In abstractive caption generation first of all
around that keywords phrases are captures. Then finding
dependency between phrases using parse tree we already
drawn. and glue them together (using n-gram model).
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to generate the caption of a particular image[12]. According
to the phrase tree the caption can be automatically generated.
Example:
Section Heading: The Prince's Trust is setting up its own
qualification to improve the employment prospects
Document of news article:
The Certificate in Personal, Teamwork and Community
Skills will be awarded to 16 to 25-year-olds who complete a
12-week course. The trust's commercial director, Carol
Homden, said it would "significantly increase"
employability. Some 30,000 people leave school each year
with no GCS.The trust said its qualification would be
III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
"comparable to a GCSE" and help young people get their
lives "back on track". Ms Homden said: "This will help
thousands of young people avoid a lifetime of struggling to
find work." Jennifer Bernard, consulting director at City &
Guilds, said: "Many young people find school difficult but
do well in the workplace."This will give them a chance to
succeed by demonstrating their vocational skills and
improving their employment prospects." Shadow education
secretary David Willetts praised the Trust's "remarkable"
commitment to helping children. "But it is deeply shocking
that 30,000 young people are leaving school with no
Implementation includes stemming, stop word removal qualifications whatsoever," he added. "Every young person
and parse tree construction techniques [9]. Since we need to is entitled to an education that will meet their needs for life."
Image:
find out collection of words which will help to create a
caption or tag, it is necessary to ignore unimportant words or
stop words. This stop words e.g. for, of, if etc needed to join
two words. Stemming technique stem any words to the root
e.g. creating word stem to create etc. parse tree method is
used to create bag of phrases which includes words extracted
from stop word removal concept[10]. After applying LDA
algorithm we get keywords with certain probability. The
word with highest probability is taking out and those words
are called as keywords. After that around that keywords
phrases from collection of phrases are consider and join
them together to create tag.
Phrase Tree Construction:
Keywords: young, Teamwork, developed, education,
Phrases which are naturally associated with function
needs,
life
words and may potentially capture long-range dependencies
[11]. Phrase tree construction is based on the results come
Output of proposed work:
from the annotation process. In annotation process we have
Fig. below shows output of proposed work with
to generate the keyword for the particular image. For that we
use some techniques named as stop-word removal and keywords and generated caption.
stemming. Using those techniques we have to remove the
unnecessary letters in the document. According to the
modified wordings in the document we have to construct the
phrase tree to know the words in the document in the tree
based structure. The phrase tree can have all kind of words
like adverb, pronoun, verb etc., regarding to the tree we have
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the automatic tag modeling
by using phrase tree construction method. Here the concept
of phrase based model is used in order to create meaningful
tag or caption. Also here implantation detail provide for
simplify the basic idea of paper. Generally, the ability to link
images with textual descriptions would facilitate the retrieval
and management of multimedia data. This technique improve
the searching of required image as well as allow the blind
people to see the image by linking generated caption to
image. It is also used in text based web browser that does not
support graphics like Lynx Web browser.
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